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FIRMS, DESTINATIONS, AND AGGREGATE FLUCTUATIONS

BY JULIAN DI GIOVANNI, ANDREI A. LEVCHENKO, AND ISABELLE MEJEAN1

This paper uses a data base covering the universe of French firms for the period
1990–2007 to provide a forensic account of the role of individual firms in generating
aggregate fluctuations. We set up a simple multisector model of heterogeneous firms
selling to multiple markets to motivate a theoretically founded decomposition of firms’
annual sales growth rate into different components. We find that the firm-specific com-
ponent contributes substantially to aggregate sales volatility, mattering about as much
as the components capturing shocks that are common across firms within a sector or
country. We then decompose the firm-specific component to provide evidence on two
mechanisms that generate aggregate fluctuations from microeconomic shocks high-
lighted in the recent literature: (i) when the firm size distribution is fat-tailed, idiosyn-
cratic shocks to large firms directly contribute to aggregate fluctuations, and (ii) ag-
gregate fluctuations can arise from idiosyncratic shocks due to input–output linkages
across the economy. Firm linkages are approximately three times as important as the
direct effect of firm shocks in driving aggregate fluctuations.

KEYWORDS: Aggregate fluctuations, firm-level shocks, large firms, linkages.

1. INTRODUCTION

A LONG TRADITION IN MACROECONOMICS SEEKS to understand the microeco-
nomic underpinnings of aggregate fluctuations. Starting with the seminal work
of Long and Plosser (1983), an important line of research explores the role
of sectoral shocks in generating aggregate fluctuations (see, e.g., Stockman
(1988), Foerster, Sarte, and Watson (2011), Carvalho and Gabaix (2013),
among many others). A running theme in this literature is that idiosyncratic
shocks to a single sector can have sizeable aggregate effects if the sector is
strongly interconnected with others in the economy through input linkages
(Horvath (1998, 2000), Dupor (1999), Shea (2002), Conley and Dupor (2003),
Acemoglu, Carvalho, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi (2012)). The role of indi-
vidual firms in the aggregate business cycle has received comparatively less
attention. Gabaix (2011) argues that because the firm size distribution is ex-
tremely fat-tailed (the economy is “granular”), idiosyncratic shocks to individ-
ual (large) firms will not average out and, instead, lead to movements in the
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aggregates. However, there is currently little empirical evidence on the role of
individual firms and firm-to-firm linkages in aggregate fluctuations.

This paper constructs a novel data base covering the universe of French
firms’ domestic sales and destination-specific exports for the period 1990–2007,
and uses it to provide a forensic account of the contribution of individual firms
to aggregate fluctuations. To guide the empirical exercise, we set up a simple
multisector model of heterogeneous firms in the spirit of Melitz (2003) and
Eaton, Kortum, and Kramarz (2011). The model implies that the growth rate
of sales of an individual firm to a single destination market can be decomposed
additively into a macroeconomic shock (defined as the component common to
all firms), a sectoral shock (defined as the component common to all firms in a
particular sector), and a firm-level shock.

Relative to standard empirical assessments of the role of sectoral or firm-
specific shocks, a novel aspect of our approach is that it accounts explicitly
for the sector- and firm-level participation in export markets. When firms sell
to multiple, imperfectly correlated markets, total firm sales do not admit an
exact decomposition into macroeconomic, sectoral, and firm-specific shocks,
whereas sales to an individual destination do. Thus, in our analysis macroe-
conomic, sectoral, and firm-specific shocks are defined for each destination
market. The heterogeneity across markets also allows us to distinguish the
firm-specific shocks affecting a firm’s sales to all markets it serves from shocks
particular to individual markets.

We compute macroeconomic, sectoral, and firm-specific shocks using data
on the annual firm–destination sales growth rates. The firm-specific compo-
nent accounts for the overwhelming majority (98.7%) of the variation in sales
growth rates across firms.2 In addition, about half of the variation in the firm-
specific component is explained by variation in that component across desti-
nations, which can be interpreted as destination-specific demand shocks in our
conceptual framework.

We extract the time series of the macroeconomic, sectoral, and firm-specific
shocks for each destination served by each firm. We use these realizations of
shocks to assess whether microeconomic shocks contribute significantly to ag-
gregate volatility, and if yes, through which channels. We derive a decomposi-
tion of aggregate volatility in the economy into the contributions of macroe-
conomic/sectoral and firm-specific shocks, and quantify the importance of the
latter for aggregate volatility.

Our main finding is that the firm-specific components contribute substan-
tially to aggregate fluctuations. The standard deviation of the firm-specific
shocks’ contribution to aggregate sales growth amounts to 80% of the stan-
dard deviation of aggregate sales growth in the whole economy and to 69%

2This number is the share of the variance in the firm–destination growth rates that is not ac-
counted for by the macro and sectoral components. Using the same metric, Haltiwanger (1997)
and Castro, Clementi, and Lee (2013) find that idiosyncratic shocks account for more than 90%
of the variation in firm growth rates in the U.S. Census’ Longitudinal Research Database.
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in the manufacturing sector. This contribution is similar in magnitude to the
combined effect of all sectoral and macroeconomic shocks. The standard de-
viation of the sectoral and macroeconomic shocks’ contribution to aggregate
sales growth is 53% of the standard deviation of aggregate sales growth for
the overall economy and 64% for the manufacturing sector.3 To investigate
whether exports differ systematically from domestic sales, we then carry out the
aggregate volatility decomposition for domestic and export sales separately.4
The firm-specific component contributes more to the volatility of exports than
that of overall sales both in the economy as a whole and in the manufacturing
sector, where exporting is more prevalent. Nonetheless, firm-specific shocks
contribute substantially to the volatility of aggregate domestic sales as well.

The overall contribution of firm-specific shocks to aggregate volatility can
be decomposed additively into terms that capture two proximate explanations
for why firm-specific shocks matter: (i) a weighted sum of all the variances of
firm-specific shocks and (ii) a weighted sum of all the covariances between the
firm-specific shocks. We refer to the first as the direct effect, since this is the ag-
gregate variance that would obtain directly from shocks to individual firms and
would be there even in the complete absence of interconnectedness between
the firms. Gabaix (2011) shows that firm-specific idiosyncratic shocks do not
average out because of the presence of very large firms. The second term col-
lects cross-firm covariances and can thus be thought of as arising at least in part
from interconnectedness between firms (sector-level versions of this argument
are explored in Horvath (1998, 2000), Dupor (1999), Shea (2002), Conley and
Dupor (2003), Acemoglu et al. (2012), among others).5 We refer to this as the
linkages effect. Though both channels matter quantitatively, the majority of the
contribution of firm-specific shocks to the aggregate variance is accounted for
by the linkages term—the covariances of the firm-specific components of the
sales growth rates.

We then exploit cross-sectoral heterogeneity to provide further evidence on
the direct and linkages mechanisms. Gabaix (2011) shows that the direct ef-
fect of shocks to individual firms on aggregate fluctuations will be more pro-
nounced the larger is the Herfindahl index of firm sales—a common measure
of concentration. Confirming this result, firm-specific shocks in more concen-
trated industries, such as transport, petroleum, and motor vehicles, contribute

3These numbers add up to more than 1 because they have been converted to standard devi-
ations. Since the aggregate variance is additive in the firm-specific and macro-sectoral variance
components, the aggregate standard deviation is smaller than the sum of the standard deviations
of the components.

4The analysis of the export subsample is motivated by two well known facts: (i) aggregate
exports are more volatile than gross domestic product (GDP) and (ii) the largest firms tend to be
exporters. Canals, Gabaix, Vilarrubia, and Weinstein (2007) show that international trade is very
granular, both at the firm– and sector–destination level.

5Note that in this literature, the structural shocks are uncorrelated but generate positive co-
variances in firm sales.
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more to aggregate volatility than firm-specific shocks in less concentrated sec-
tors such as metal products or publishing. We also compare the covariances
of the firm-specific shocks aggregated to the sector level to a measure of sec-
toral linkages taken from the input–output tables.6 Sectors with stronger input–
output linkages tend to exhibit significantly greater correlation of firm-specific
shocks. We thus find direct corroboration in the data for the mechanisms be-
hind both the direct and the linkages effects.

The results are robust in a number of dimensions. First and foremost, we
continue to find a large contribution of firm-specific shocks to aggregate fluc-
tuations when we allow for heterogeneous responses of firm sales growth to
common shocks. In the baseline model, all firms have the same elasticity of
sales with respect to the macroeconomic and sectoral shocks. While our frame-
work shares this feature with the large majority of quantitative models in both
macroeconomics and international trade, it is important to check whether the
results are driven by this feature. In an alternative approach, we thus allow
for the impact of sector–destination shocks on the growth rate of sales to vary
by a wide variety of firm characteristics, such as size, age, access to capital
markets, research and development (R&D) intensity, or export orientation.
As additional checks, we also implement the model under several alternative
definitions of the sales growth rates, accounting for local geographical area ef-
fects, different levels of sectoral disaggregation, and using multi-year growth
rates instead of yearly ones. The results are robust to all of these alternative
implementations.

Our paper draws on, and contributes to, three key themes in macroeco-
nomics. The first is the quest to understand how aggregate fluctuations can
arise from microeconomic sources. This literature dates back to Long and
Plosser (1983) and has traditionally focused on shocks at the sectoral level
(see, e.g., Jovanovic (1987), Stockman (1988), Carvalho and Gabaix (2013),
among many others). The second theme is that input–output linkages are the
key mechanism through which microeconomic shocks propagate and lead to
aggregate fluctuations. Once again, this literature has predominantly focused
on sector-level linkages (see, e.g., Horvath (1998, 2000), Dupor (1999), Shea
(2002), Conley and Dupor (2003), Foerster, Sarte, and Watson (2011), Ace-
moglu et al. (2012)).7

The third theme is that studying firm- and plant-level behavior is essen-
tial for understanding aggregate fluctuations. For instance, evidence on large
gross employment flows at the micro level has stimulated a line of research

6Ideally, we would relate the covariance of firm-specific shocks to a measure of linkages at the
firm level. However, currently firm-to-firm input–output tables do not exist for France, and thus
we must look for these relationships at the sector level.

7Important exceptions are Cohen and Frazzini (2008), Hertzel, Li, Officer, and Rodgers
(2008), and Kelly and Lustig (2013), who relate the supplier relationships among U.S. listed firms
to movements in their stock prices and sales volatility.
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into their aggregate implications (Davis and Haltiwanger (1992), Davis, Halti-
wanger, and Schuh (1996), Caballero, Engel, and Haltiwanger (1997), Davis,
Faberman, and Haltiwanger (2006)). Similarly, plant-level investment is dom-
inated by infrequent and large spikes, and an active literature has explored
whether these micro-level patterns affect the behavior of aggregate investment
(see, among many others, Doms and Dunne (1998), Cooper, Haltiwanger, and
Power (1999), Cooper and Haltiwanger (2006), Gourio and Kashyap (2007)).
Also closely related are studies of firm-level volatility (see, e.g., Comín and
Philippon (2005), Davis, Haltiwanger, Jarmin, and Miranda (2007), Castro,
Clementi, and Lee (2013), Thesmar and Thoenig (2011), Moscarini and Postel-
Vinay (2012), Yoonsoo and Mukoyama (2012)). These research agendas have
tended to emphasize that studying micro behavior is important as a way to
learn what are the salient frictions in the economy. By and large, this lit-
erature has not pursued the idea that shocks to individual firms can impact
aggregate fluctuations. A landmark recent exception is Gabaix (2011), who
shows how idiosyncratic shocks to firms can lead to aggregate fluctuations in
an economy dominated by very large firms and provides empirical evidence
for this phenomenon using U.S. data. di Giovanni and Levchenko (2012a)
extend this model to a multicountry framework and argue that it can help
rationalize cross-country differences in the magnitude of aggregate fluctua-
tions.

In line with the first two themes, our analysis emphasizes the role of both
individual shocks and input–output linkages. In line with the third theme, but
in contrast to the earlier literature, we shift the focus from sectors to firms.
Our paper is the first to provide comprehensive empirical evidence on firms’
contribution to aggregate fluctuations using the population of firms in a par-
ticular country. In addition, we incorporate the international dimension and
show that it is important for a reliable computation of shocks. Finally, our data
enable us to examine in detail the mechanisms behind the role of individual
firms in generating aggregate volatility.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple
heterogeneous firms model and derives a theoretically founded decomposi-
tion of firm sales growth in each market into firm-specific, sector-level, and
macroeconomic components. The section then derives a procedure to com-
pute each component’s contribution to aggregate volatility. Section 3 describes
the data. Section 4 presents the main results. Section 5 concludes. The Supple-
mental Material (di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean (2014)) contains the
Appendixes and data and programs.

2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Total aggregate sales Xt by all French firms to all destinations in year t are by
definition given by Xt ≡ ∑

f�n∈It xfnt , where xfnt is defined as the sales of firm f
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to market n in year t, and It is the set of firms f and destinations n being served
at t. Thus, the unit of observation is a firm–destination pair, rather than a firm.8

The growth rate of aggregate sales is then defined simply as γAt =Xt/Xt−1 −1,
where we assume that Xt−1 and Xt are the aggregate sales of all firms that exist
both at t−1 and t, that is, we restrict attention to the intensive margin of aggre-
gate sales growth. The choice to focus on the intensive margin is motivated in
part by the difficulty of measuring the extensive margin reliably. Appendix A
develops a complete decomposition of the total sales growth into extensive and
intensive margins, and presents the results for the relative contributions of the
extensive (as best as we can measure it) and intensive margins to aggregate
volatility. The main result is that the large majority of the variance of aggre-
gate sales is accounted for by the volatility of the intensive margin, with the
extensive margin playing only a minor role.9 Section 4.4.2 demonstrates the
robustness of the results to an alternative definition of firm sales growth rates
that treats entries and exits symmetrically with other sales.10

2.1. A Motivating Model of Firm Sales Growth

To motivate the decomposition of the growth of firm sales in a given year into
(i) firm–destination and (ii) sector and country components, we set up a mul-
tisector heterogeneous firms model in the spirit of Melitz (2003) and Eaton,
Kortum, and Kramarz (2011). While the model is largely illustrative and we
will not use its full structure for estimation purposes, it serves to illustrate three
main points. First, the sales decomposition adopted in our paper follows nat-
urally from the workhorse heterogeneous firms model used in the literature.
Second, the decomposition works only when applied to firm sales to an indi-
vidual destination, rather than total (domestic plus export) sales. This result
motivates our approach of extracting macro, sectoral, and idiosyncratic com-
ponents for each individual destination market. And third, the model provides
a simple and natural economic interpretation of the shocks as combinations of
the demand and cost shocks that affect (sets of) firm–destinations.

There is a large number of countries indexed by n and J sectors indexed
by j. In country n, consumer within-period utility is Cobb–Douglas in the sec-

8That is, suppose that there are two firms f ∈ {Renault�Peugeot} and two markets, n ∈
{France�Germany}, and both firms sell to both markets. Then It = {{Renault�France}�
{Renault�Germany}� {Peugeot�France}� {Peugeot�Germany}} and Xt is simply a summation
over the sales of each firm to each destination.

9These results are consistent with other work on the role of the extensive margin in short-run
aggregate fluctuations in the French economy. For instance, Osotimehin (2013) finds that entry
and exit contribute little to the year-on-year variability of French aggregate productivity.

10Recent work focuses on the importance of the extensive adjustment at the product level,
potentially within a firm (e.g., Bernard, Redding, and Schott (2010), Bilbiie, Ghironi, and Melitz
(2012)), whereas in our data, it is only possible to measure the extensive margin at the firm level.
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tors 1� � � � � J,

Unt =
J∏

j=1

(Cjnt)
ϕjnt �(1)

where Cjnt is consumption of sector j in country n at time t, and ϕjnt is a time-
varying demand shock for sector j in country n (as in Eaton, Kortum, Neiman,
and Romalis (2011)). The Cobb–Douglas functional form for the utility func-
tion leads to the well known property that expenditure on sector j is a fraction
ϕjnt of the total expenditure in the economy, Yjnt = ϕjntYnt , where Ynt is aggre-
gate expenditure in country n at time t and Yjnt is the expenditure in sector j.

Each sector j is a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) aggregate of Ωjnt

varieties available in country n at time t, indexed by f ,

Cjnt =
[ ∑
f∈Ωjnt

(ωfnt)
1/θC(θ−1)/θ

fnt

]θ/(θ−1)

�(2)

where ωfnt is a time-varying demand shock for variety f in market n.
Every firm belongs to exactly one sector. Sector j in the producing country

(d = France) is populated by Ijdt firms. Each of these firms sells a unique
variety and, thus, has some market power. Firms also differ in productivity,
with firm f characterized by a time-varying unit input requirement afdt . Firm
f takes afdt input bundles to produce one unit of its good in period t. The input
bundle in sector j in country d and period t has a cost cjdt . Note that it can vary
by sector, but not across firms within a sector. This input bundle can include,
for instance, labor costs and the cost of capital. It is well known that these
firms will price at a constant markup over their marginal cost, and conditional
on selling to market n, sales by a French firm f (i.e., residing in country d) to
market n in period t are given by

xfnt = ωfnt

ϕjntYnt

(Pjnt)1−θ

(
θ

θ− 1
κjndcjdtafdt

)1−θ

�(3)

where Pjnt is the price level in sector j in country n at time t and κjnd is the
iceberg cost of selling from France to country n in sector j. This equation as-
sumes that (i) κjnd is sector-specific, but does not vary over time (though that
assumption can easily be relaxed, in which case the time variation in κjnd will
be absorbed in the sector–destination shock), and (ii) the cost bundle cjdt and
the marginal cost afdt may vary over time, but are not destination-specific.

Sales to a single destination are then multiplicative in the macroeconomic,
sectoral, and firm-specific components. The sales growth rate γfnt of firm f in
sector j to market n between time t − 1 and time t is approximated by a log
difference,

γfnt = δ̃nt + δ̃jnt + εfnt�(4)
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where δ̃nt = � logYnt is the aggregate (“macroeconomic”) shock to the des-
tination demand (to France if n = d), δ̃jnt = � logϕjnt + (1 − θ)(� log cjdt −
� logPjnt) captures the sectoral (country n-specific) demand and cost shock,
and εfnt = � logωfnt + (1 − θ)� logafdt is the firm-specific demand and cost
shock. Equation (4) characterizes firm sales growth to the domestic French
market and to every foreign market.

While the theoretical framework distinguishes between macroeconomic
shocks that are common to all firms selling goods in the same market and
sectoral shocks in that market, in practice the macroeconomic shock and all
of the sectoral shocks cannot be computed separately without further restric-
tions on the form they can take. However, since we are ultimately interested in
the firm-specific component and its contribution to aggregate fluctuations, this
does not pose a problem. In what follows, we work with the simpler model

γfnt = δjnt + εfnt(5)

that decomposes sales growth into a firm-specific shock εfnt and a sector–
destination shock δjnt = δ̃nt + δ̃jnt encompassing the macroeconomic and sec-
toral shocks.

2.2. Econometric Model

The analysis below views the εfnt ’s and δjnt ’s as a set of stochastic processes
that are (potentially) both cross-sectionally and serially correlated. Our ulti-
mate goal is to assess the impact of firm-specific shocks εfnt on aggregate fluc-
tuations. Under the log-difference approximation (5) to the growth rates of
individual firms, the growth rate γAt of aggregate sales between t − 1 and t can
be written as

γAt =
∑
j�n

wjnt−1δjnt +
∑
f�n

wfnt−1εfnt�(6)

where wjnt−1 is the share of sector j’s sales to market n in total sales of French
firms to all sectors and destinations, and wfnt−1 is the share of firm f ’s sales
to destination n in total sales. Unfortunately, working with equation (6) di-
rectly to produce a variance decomposition is impractical because time-varying
weights wfnt−1 make the stochastic process (6) difficult to analyze.

Instead, we work with a closely related set of stochastic processes:

γAt|τ =
∑
j�n

wjnτ−1δjnt +
∑
f�n

wfnτ−1εfnt �(7)

For a given τ, γAt|τ is a stochastic process in which weights wfnτ−1 are fixed
over time at their τ − 1 values and are combined with shocks from period t.
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Naturally, when τ = t, the “synthetic” aggregate growth rate γAt|τ coincides
with the actual aggregate growth rate γAt . The last term in (7),

∑
f�n wfnτ−1εfnt ,

is none other than Gabaix’s (2011) “granular residual,” with the key difference
that we build it with the εfnt ’s of all firms in the economy, rather than the top
100 firms as in Gabaix (2011).

Denote by σ2
Aτ the variance of γAt|τ.11 Using (7), it can be written as

σ2
Aτ = σ2

JNτ + σ2
Fτ + COVτ�(8)

where

σ2
JNτ = Var

(∑
j�n

wjnτ−1δjnt

)
(sector–destination volatility),

σ2
Fτ = Var

(∑
f�n

wfnτ−1εfnt

)
(firm-specific volatility),

COVτ = Cov
(∑

j�n

wjnτ−1δjt�
∑
f�n

wfnτ−1εfnt

)

(covariance of the shocks from different levels of aggregation)�

The intuition for this procedure can be conveyed as follows. Since δjnt and
εfnt are random variables, the growth rate of aggregate sales at time τ in (7)
is itself a random variable and its variance is given by (8). The estimate of σ2

Aτ

for a particular year can thus be thought of as the estimated variance of the ag-
gregate growth rate in year τ. We are interested in exploiting the form of γAt|τ
to decompose the overall variance of γAt|τ into firm-specific and other com-
ponents, so as to assess the importance of firm-specific shocks for aggregate
fluctuations.

In practice, we will be reporting estimates of σ2
Aτ and its components for each

τ = 1991� � � � �2007, as well as their averages over this period. The approach of
constructing aggregate variances under weights that are fixed period-by-period
follows Carvalho and Gabaix (2013), who perform a related exercise using sec-
toral data.

2.3. Estimation

The main goal of the paper is to provide estimates for σ2
Aτ, σ

2
JNτ , and σ2

Fτ.
Using sales data γfnt , the macro-sectoral shock δjnt is computed as the average
growth rate of sales of all firms selling in sector j to market n. The firm-specific
shock εfnt is computed as the deviation of γfnt from δjnt . This approach to iden-

11Appendix B presents further discussion of how our σ2
Aτ ’s relate to the variances of actual

aggregate growth rate γAt and its components.
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tifying firm-specific shocks is adopted by Gabaix (2011) and Castro, Clementi,
and Lee (2013), and follows in the tradition of Stockman (1988), who applied
it at the sector level.

Our estimator for σ2
Fτ is simply the sample variance of the T realizations of

the scalar-valued time series
∑

f�n wfnτ−1εfnt . Similarly, the estimators for σ2
Aτ

and σ2
JNτ are the sample variances of the realizations of γAt|τ and

∑
j�n wjnt−1δjnt ,

respectively. Our sample consists of the realizations of the stochastic processes
δjnt and εfnt for T = 17 years. Our framework allows for both cross-sectional
and time dependence in the data-generating process. That is, εfnt for firm f
can be correlated with another firm’s εgnt as well as with its own past values.
However, we do assume that the stochastic process for εfnt and δjnt is jointly
stationary, that its degree of time dependence is not too high, and that γAt|τ as
well as its constituent parts have enough finite moments. Since both εfnt and
δjnt describe growth rates, stationarity and limited time dependence are plau-
sible assumptions. In practice, in our sample the autocorrelation in the series
for γAt|τ and its constituent parts is minimal. Appendix C states these condi-
tions precisely, and proves the consistency and asymptotic normality of the es-
timators as T grows large. The appendix also gives formulas for the analytical
standard errors of these estimators that we use below to construct confidence
intervals. For robustness, we also report confidence intervals based on boot-
strapping procedures.

We follow the convention in the literature and use the standard deviation as
our measure of volatility. Therefore, when discussing contributions to aggre-
gate volatility, we will present the results in terms of relative standard deviations,
such as σFτ/σAτ.

2.4. Discussion

The first term in (8) measures the volatility of sector–destination shocks,
which affect all firms in a sector selling to a particular destination market. It can
be expressed as σ2

JNτ = ∑
k�m

∑
j�n wjnτ−1wkmτ−1 Cov(δjnt� δkmt), making it clear

that it is driven by the volatility of the sector–destination shocks (Var(δjnt))
and their covariance across countries and sectors (Cov(δjnt� δkmt)). Obviously,
the importance of any country- or sector-specific shock in explaining aggregate
volatility is increasing in the relative size of that market (measured by wjnτ−1).
Thus, French shocks have a larger impact on aggregate volatility than shocks
affecting French firms’ sales to, say, Japan. Likewise, a country specializing in
highly volatile sectors is likely to display larger aggregate fluctuations (Koren
and Tenreyro (2007), di Giovanni and Levchenko (2012b)). In that sense, di-
versification of sales across markets and sectors helps reduce aggregate fluc-
tuations. In the meantime, comovement across countries or sectors tends to
amplify aggregate fluctuations. For instance, an increased synchronization of
business cycles among Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) members might
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drive up French volatility. Cross-sector correlations, created for example by
input–output linkages, will also increase aggregate volatility (see, e.g., di Gio-
vanni and Levchenko (2010)).

The second term in (8), σ2
Fτ, is the variance of the granular residual. It mea-

sures the contribution of firm-specific shocks to aggregate fluctuations. As in
Gabaix (2011), the firm-specific contribution to aggregate volatility is likely
to be larger, everything else equal, the more fat-tailed is the distribution of
sales across firms. Furthermore, volatility also increases if the larger firms face
more volatile shocks. Finally, a positive correlation of shocks across firms, for
instance, driven by input–output linkages, will increase firms’ contribution to
aggregate fluctuations. Section 4.3 discusses in more detail the microeconomic
underpinnings of σ2

Fτ, both in theory and in our data.
The firm-specific shocks εfnt need not be uncorrelated with each other as

in Gabaix (2011). For example, these shocks may covary among firms if their
activity is interconnected, say through input–output linkages (e.g., Foerster,
Sarte, and Watson (2011), Acemoglu et al. (2012)) or other potential firm in-
teractions. To illustrate this possibility, Appendix E presents a simple extension
of the model that includes intermediate inputs specific to the firm. These inter-
mediate linkages lead to positive comovement of firm-specific shocks through
the propagation of productivity shocks from input providers to downstream
firms. To assess the relevance of this channel, below we develop a decompo-
sition of the firm-specific variance and covariance contributions to aggregate
volatility, and provide evidence that industry structure and other proxies for
linkages matter.

We have argued that from a theoretical perspective, it is important to com-
pute shocks for each market separately. In our theoretical framework, the
firm-specific shock εfnt = � logωfnt + (1 − θ)� logafdt contains a component
common across all destination markets and a component that is destination-
specific. Thus, it can be further decomposed as

εfnt = ε1
f t + ε2

fnt�(9)

where ε1
f t is the firm-specific shock common to all destinations and ε2

fnt cap-
tures the destination-specific demand shock. Specifically, we compute ε1

f t as the
time t average of εfnt for each firm that serves multiple destinations (including
the domestic market). Note that this procedure does not allow us to separate
demand shocks from cost shocks cleanly, because ε1

f t captures not only the pro-
ductivity shock (1 − θ)� logafdt , but also other firm-level shocks that are com-
mon across destinations, for instance, common taste shocks. Nonetheless, we
can get a sense of the relative importance of the firmwide versus destination-
specific shocks by computing the share of variation in εfnt that is absorbed
by ε1

f t .
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3. DATA AND SUMMARY STATISTICS

The analysis employs firm-level data containing the universe of domestic and
export sales of French firms over the 1990–2007 period. Even though the time
dimension is somewhat limited, we are still able to pick up cycles of the French
economy, including the 1992–1993 and 2000–2001 recessions, and the acceler-
ation of growth at the end of the nineties. The firm-level information is sourced
from two rich data sets provided to us by the French administration. The first
data set, obtained from the fiscal administration, contains balance-sheet infor-
mation collected from the firms’ tax forms, most importantly total firm sales.
The second data set is the firm-level export data from the French customs au-
thorities. This data base gives the (free on board) value of each French firm’s
exports to each of its foreign destination markets in a given fiscal year.

Appendix D contains a detailed description of the data. Our final data
set covers 1,577,039 firms undertaking activities in 52 NAF (Nomenclature
d’Activités Française) sectors, representing around 30% of industrial and ser-
vice firms but more than 90% of aggregate sales. Of those firms, 208,596 belong
to the manufacturing sector (22 NAF industries), which accounts for around
30% of aggregate sales. In our sample, 18% of all firms (and 42% of manu-
facturing firms) export at some point in time. The total sales and export sales
in this sample of firms mimic aggregate activity quite well: the growth rate of
total sales tracks the growth rate of GDP (Figure 1), while the growth of total
export sales moves with the growth of country exports over time (Figure 2).

FIGURE 1.—Growth of aggregate sales, aggregate value added, and GDP. This figure presents
the time series of the growth rates of total sales and before-tax value added in our data and GDP
sourced from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) International Financial Statistics.
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FIGURE 2.—Growth of aggregate exports. This figure presents the time series of the growth
rates of total exports in our data and total French exports sourced from the IMF International
Financial Statistics.

Table I presents summary statistics for firm-level growth rates for the whole
economy and the manufacturing sector. The average growth rate of aggregate
sales, 0.0369 for the whole economy and 0.0290 for manufacturing, is lower
than the (unweighted) average growth rate of individual firm–destinations,
which is 0.0465 for the whole economy and 0.0537 for manufacturing. This
is to be expected, as smaller firms tend to grow faster than larger firms, con-
ditional on survival. The average firm–destination has a standard deviation of
sales growth of 0.23 in the whole economy and 0.28 in manufacturing. The
table also reports averages of firm sales volatility by quintile. Smaller firms
are more volatile than large ones. The very top firms, however, are even less
volatile than the top quintile firms. While the top 20% of firm–destinations
by size have an average standard deviation of sales growth of almost 20%, the
top 100 firm–destinations have an average standard deviation of 13% and the
top 10 firms slightly lower still. Finally, the table also reports the square root
of the firm–destination Herfindahl index of sales shares as well as the square
root of the overall firm sales Herfindahl index. The Herfindahl indices have
an order of magnitude consistent with what has been conjectured by Gabaix
(2011) and show that the economy is “granular”: shocks to the large firms have
the potential to lead to aggregate fluctuations. All in all, the patterns for the
manufacturing sector are quite similar to the whole economy.

Table II presents the average standard deviations of firm–destination growth
rates across sectors, along with the shares of each sector in total sales. The raw
volatility of sales growth varies across sectors, with the standard deviation rang-
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TABLE I

SUMMARY STATISTICSa

Whole Economy Manufacturing Sector

Average aggregate growth rate 0.0369 0.0290
Mean of individual growth rates 0.0465 0.0537

Standard deviation of sales growth rate
Average 0.2342 0.2829

0–20 size percentile 0.3011 0.3550
21–40 size percentile 0.2425 0.3252
41–60 size percentile 0.2163 0.2654
61–80 size percentile 0.2043 0.2409
81–100 size percentile 0.2069 0.2278
Top 100 0.1319 0.1816
Top 10 0.1269 0.1364

Average
√

Herf(f�n) 0.0301 0.0447
Average

√
Herf(f ) 0.0332 0.0592

aThis table presents the summary statistics for the whole economy and manufacturing firms over 1991–2007.
Herf(f�n) is the Herfindahl index of the firm–destination sales shares. Herf(f ) is the Herfindahl index of the total
firm sales shares.

ing from a low of 0.1489 (Health and social work) to a high of 0.3248 (Coke,
refined petroleum, and nuclear fuel), and a cross-sectoral mean standard de-
viation of 0.2593. The wholesale and retail trade sector has by far the highest
share in aggregate sales, at nearly 37% of the total. While the standard de-
viation of sales growth, at 0.2188, is quite typical of the rest of the economy,
clearly wholesale and retail trade is quite special in other ways. To establish the
robustness of the results, all of the analysis below is carried out both on the
whole economy and on the manufacturing sector.

The analysis in the paper uses the growth rates of firm–destination sales.
Other related work focuses on measures of firm productivity such as value
added per worker (e.g., Gabaix (2011), Castro, Clementi, and Lee (2013)) or
total factor productivity (TFP) (Carvalho and Gabaix (2013)), or employment
(e.g., Moscarini and Postel-Vinay (2012)). Unfortunately, neither employment
nor value added per worker data can be broken down into destinations—it
is of course impossible to know which workers in the firm are producing for
exports and which for domestic sales—whereas we show above that to carry
out our analysis, the destination-by-destination breakdown is essential. This is
the reason we use sales growth in the baseline analysis. As a robustness check,
Section 4.2 presents the results for value added growth, under the (nontrivial)
assumption that a firm’s value added has the same breakdown across markets
as its sales do. We cannot compute the firms’ TFP process for the additional
reason that we do not have firm-specific input and output deflators (Klette and
Griliches (1996), among others, discuss the serious shortcomings of firm-level
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TFP estimation that does not employ firm-specific price data). We can also
calculate the means and standard deviations of employment and value added
per worker growth rates, and compare them to firm–destination sales growth
rates. It turns out that these series have very similar first and second moments.
For the whole economy, employment growth is 0.0345 at the mean, with an av-
erage standard deviation of 0.2437; value added per worker growth is 0.0400,
with an average standard deviation of 0.2586. All of these are quite close to the
corresponding numbers for sales growth in Table I.12

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

4.1. Properties of Shocks

Before assessing the impact of firm-specific shocks on aggregate volatility,
we present the importance of the different components in explaining the vari-
ation in sales growth at the firm–destination level. The top panels of Table III
and Table IV report the relative standard deviations of the firm–destination
components and the sector–destination shocks for the whole economy and the
manufacturing sector, respectively. The last column reports the correlation of
each component with the actual firm sales growth. The bottom two panels re-
port the same statistics for domestic and export firm sales.

It is clear that at the level of an individual firm–destination, variation in
sales growth is dominated by the firm-specific component, rather than the
sector–destination shocks. The standard deviation of the firm-specific compo-
nent is nearly the same as the standard deviation of actual sales growth and
the correlation is almost perfect. By contrast, the estimated sector–destination
shocks are much less volatile and have much lower correlation with actual sales
growth. These results are of course not surprising and confirm the conventional
wisdom that most shocks hitting firms are firm-specific (Haltiwanger (1997),
Castro, Clementi, and Lee (2013)).13 Examining the bottom two panels, it is
clear that the importance of the firm-specific component is similar for both
domestic and export sales.

It has been less well understood whether the firm-specific shocks are mostly
common to all destination markets served by the firm or mostly destination-
specific. Table V presents the results of extracting the common firm compo-
nent from firm–destination effects as in equation (9), for both the whole econ-

12Average sales growth reported in the table is lower than the sum of average value added
per worker growth and average employment growth. Value added is defined as total sales minus
input purchases (taking into account changes in the value of input inventories) plus changes in
inventories plus subsidies minus taxes. Thus, sales would grow slower than value added if these
other categories had slower growth rates than value added. This appears to be the case in our
data, reconciling the seeming discrepancy.

13A variance decomposition of the firm-level growth rates indicates that 98.7% is accounted
for by the firm-specific component for the whole economy (98.2% for the manufacturing sector).
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TABLE III

SUMMARY STATISTICS AND CORRELATIONS OF ACTUAL FIRM–DESTINATION-LEVEL GROWTH
AND FIRM-SPECIFIC VERSUS SECTOR–DESTINATION-SPECIFIC COMPONENTS:

WHOLE ECONOMYa

Obs. Mean St. Dev. Correlation
(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Total Sales
Actual 9,856,891 0.0467 0.2601 1.0000
Firm-specific 9,856,891 0.0000 0.2584 0.9935
Sector–destination 16,235 0.0762 0.1209 0.1140

B. Domestic Sales
Actual 8,031,453 0.0410 0.2266 1.0000
Firm-specific 8,031,453 0.0000 0.2255 0.9954
Sector–destination 595 0.0453 0.0297 0.0957

C. Export Sales
Actual 1,825,438 0.0718 0.3723 1.0000
Firm-specific 1,825,438 0.0000 0.3697 0.9931
Sector–destination 15,640 0.0774 0.1229 0.1171

a“Actual” refers to γfnt , “Firm-specific” to εfnt , and “Sector–destination” to δjnt (equation (5)). Column (2)
reports the average γfnt , εfnt , and δjnt in the sample of firm–destinations and years. Column (3) reports the average
sample standard deviation of γfnt , εfnt , and δjnt . Column (4) presents the correlation between γfnt and γfnt , εfnt ,
and δjnt .

TABLE IV

SUMMARY STATISTICS AND CORRELATIONS OF ACTUAL FIRM–DESTINATION-LEVEL GROWTH
AND FIRM-SPECIFIC VERSUS SECTOR–DESTINATION-SPECIFIC COMPONENTS:

MANUFACTURING SECTORa

Obs. Mean St. Dev. Correlation
(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Total Sales
Actual 2,436,013 0.0542 0.3038 1.0000
Firm-specific 2,436,013 0.0000 0.3011 0.9909
Sector–destination 10,269 0.0727 0.0885 0.1342

B. Domestic Sales
Actual 1,233,902 0.0378 0.2233 1.0000
Firm-specific 1,233,902 0.0000 0.2214 0.9917
Sector–destination 306 0.0416 0.0313 0.1285

C. Export Sales
Actual 1,202,111 0.0709 0.3679 1.0000
Firm-specific 1,202,111 0.0000 0.3652 0.9927
Sector–destination 9,963 0.0737 0.0895 0.1207

a“Actual” refers to γfnt , “Firm-specific” to εfnt , and “Sector–destination” to δjnt . Column (2) reports the average
γfnt , εfnt , and δjnt in the sample of firm–destinations and years. Column (3) reports the average sample standard
deviation of γfnt , εfnt , and δjnt . Column (4) presents the correlation between γfnt and γfnt , εfnt , and δjnt .
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TABLE V

SUMMARY STATISTICS AND CORRELATIONS OF FIRM-SPECIFIC GROWTH AND COMPONENTSa

Obs. Mean St. Dev. Correlation
(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Whole Economy
Firm 2,273,943 0�0009 0.3450 1.0000
Firm–dest. 2,273,943 0�0000 0.3011 0.8728
Firm–com. 479,101 0�0020 0.1949 0.4881

B. Manufacturing Sector
Firm 1,448,234 −0�0003 0.3436 1.0000
Firm–dest. 1,448,234 0�0000 0.3052 0.8880
Firm–com. 258,530 0�0007 0.1854 0.4598

a“Firm” refers to εfnt , “Firm–dest.” to ε2
fnt

, and “Firm–com.” to ε1
f t

(equation (9)). This table presents the

average growth rates and standard deviations of εfnt , ε
2
fnt

, and ε1
f t

in the sample, as well as the correlations between

εfnt and εfnt , ε
2
fnt

, and ε1
f t

. The set of firm–destinations is restricted to firms that serve at least two markets.

omy and the manufacturing sector.14 Looking at the data through the lens of
the model in Section 2, this decomposition is suggestive of whether supply or
demand shocks are driving firms’ sales growth. Since the firm’s marginal cost
of serving each market (modulo iceberg trade costs) is the same, productivity
shocks will be part of the component of the firm-specific shock that is com-
mon to all destinations. In addition, the common component will also include
the part of the taste shock ωfnt for firm f that is common across locations n.
The destination-specific component of the firm shock is then interpreted as a
demand shock idiosyncratic to a particular location.

Results are similar for the two sets of firms. For the economy as a whole, the
destination-specific component has a higher relative standard deviation than
the common factor (0.30 vs. 0.19). It is also more correlated with the total
estimated firm-specific component (correlation coefficient of 0.87 compared to
0.49 for the common component). For the manufacturing sector, the relative
standard deviation of the destination-specific shock is 0.31, whereas that of
the common shocks is 0.19. Similarly, the correlation with the overall firm-
specific component is higher for the destination-specific component than for
the common component (0.89 vs. 0.46). We conclude from this exercise that
destination-specific shocks at the firm level are more important than the shocks
common to all destinations.15

14Note that this decomposition can only be done for firms that serve at least two markets.
Therefore, the number of firm–destination and firm-common observations will be smaller than
the total number of firm-specific shocks in Tables III and IV.

15This result is consistent with the findings of Eaton, Kortum, and Kramarz (2011), who es-
timate a structural trade model on French export data and find that a firm–destination specific
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4.2. The Aggregate Impact of Firm-Specific Shocks

The fact that most of the variation in the growth rate of sales is accounted
for by firm-specific shocks does not mean that firm-specific shocks manifest
themselves in aggregate fluctuations. To assess the importance of the different
types of shocks for the aggregate, we must take into account the distribution of
firm size by decomposing the aggregate sales volatility as in Section 2.2.

Figure 3 and Table VI report the main results of the paper. Figure 3 de-
picts the estimates of σAτ and its main components: firm-specific (σFτ) and
sector–destination (σJNτ) for the whole economy (panel A) and the manufac-
turing sector (panel B). The figure also displays two kinds of 95% confidence
intervals: analytical and bootstrapped. Table VI reports the averages of our es-
timates of σAτ, σJNτ , and σFτ , as well as their ratios, over the sample period.
The results for the whole economy are in the first two columns, and for the
manufacturing sector in the next two columns.

Not surprisingly, the firm–destination component matters much less for the
aggregate sales volatility than for the volatility of individual firm sales. How-
ever, its importance is nonnegligible: for the whole economy the relative stan-
dard deviation of the firm-specific component of aggregate sales is 0.8 relative
to that of actual sales volatility. In fact, our results show that the firm-specific
component is more important for aggregate fluctuations than the contribution
of sector–destination shocks, which has a relative standard deviation of 0.53.

The standard deviation of the firm-specific component comoves with the
standard deviation of aggregate sales over time, whereas the standard devi-
ation of sector–destination shocks is nearly constant over time. Recalling how
the different components are calculated from (8), note that the time varia-
tion in sales’ share (at the firm and sector–destination levels) will drive the
time variation in the different volatility measures. These shares do not change
dramatically at the sector–country level. More interestingly, the firm-specific
shocks increase in importance over time. For the whole economy, the relative
standard deviation of the firm-specific to total sales is about 0.5 at the begin-
ning of the sample and about 0.85 at the end. These results are a first glimpse
of the importance of large firms and firm linkages on aggregate fluctuations.
We discuss further what drives these findings in Section 4.3.

The contributions of firm-specific and macro-sector shocks are both statisti-
cally significant throughout the sample. In spite of computing the sample vari-
ance on a time series of only 17 observations for each σFτ and σJNτ , we always
have enough power to reject the null that the contribution of σFτ and σJNτ is nil.
The analytical standard errors are computed as detailed in Appendix C. These
standard errors may not capture the full extent of estimation uncertainty in

shock has to be added for the model to fit the data. This suggests that firm-specific shocks com-
mon across destinations are not sufficient for explaining aggregate exports.
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TABLE VI

THE AGGREGATE IMPACT OF FIRM-SPECIFIC SHOCKS ON AGGREGATE VOLATILITY:
WHOLE ECONOMY AND MANUFACTURING SECTORa

Whole Economy Manufacturing Sector

St. Dev. Relative SD St. Dev. Relative SD
(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Total Sales
Actual 0.0206 1.0000 0.0244 1.0000
Firm-specific 0.0165 0.8010 0.0168 0.6885
Sector–destination 0.0109 0.5291 0.0157 0.6434

B. Domestic Sales
Actual 0.0196 1.0000 0.0231 1.0000
Firm-specific 0.0154 0.7857 0.0151 0.6537
Sector–destination 0.0112 0.5714 0.0167 0.7229

C. Export Sales
Actual 0.0361 1.0000 0.0374 1.0000
Firm-specific 0.0304 0.8421 0.0287 0.7674
Sector–destination 0.0129 0.3573 0.0153 0.4091

D. Value Added
Actual 0.0210 1.0000 0.0215 1.0000
Firm-specific 0.0190 0.9048 0.0184 0.8558
Sector–destination 0.0107 0.5095 0.0123 0.5721

aThis table presents the averages of σAτ (“Actual”), σFτ (“Firm-specific”), and σJNτ (“Sector–destination”) over
the sample period— 1

T

∑2007
τ=1991 σAτ , 1

T

∑2007
τ=1991 σFτ , 1

T

∑2007
τ=1991 σJNτ—and in relative terms with respect to the

actual— 1
T

∑2007
τ=1991

σFt
σAτ

, 1
T

∑2007
τ=1991

σJNt
σAτ

.

such a small sample. To explore robustness of the results further, we also use a
block bootstrapping procedure in which, for each τ, we sample 10,001 draws of
17 observations with replacement from the time series of γAt|τ,

∑
j�n wjnτ−1δjnt ,

and
∑

f�n wfnτ−1εfnt . The results are robust to using bootstrapped rather than
analytical confidence intervals.16

The results for the manufacturing sector largely mimic those of the econ-
omy as a whole. The relative standard deviation of the firm-specific compo-
nent of aggregate sales is 0.69 of actual sales volatility. In this set of firms,
the firm-specific component is about as important for aggregate fluctuations as
the sector–destination shocks, which have a relative standard deviation of 0.64.
The contribution of firms to aggregate fluctuations also increases over time in
the manufacturing sector, from 0.45 in 1991 to 0.81 in 2007.

16To account for time dependence in the data, the bootstrap procedure samples (overlapping)
blocks of one, two, and three observations. The figures report the confidence intervals under a
block size of 1, but differences are minimal if we instead use blocks of size 2 or 3.
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Panels B and C of Table VI check the results on domestic and export sales
separately. Both panels confirm the importance of firm-specific shocks for ag-
gregate fluctuations. Moreover, export sales are dominated by firm-specific
shocks, while the relative weights of firm-specific and sector–destination com-
ponents as a driver of aggregate fluctuations are roughly equal for domestic
sales. The greater relative importance of firm shocks for exports compared to
domestic sales is exactly as expected given that exports are more granular than
overall sales (Canals et al. (2007)).

Since GDP is measured in value added, GDP fluctuations correspond more
closely to fluctuations in firm value added. We thus repeat the analysis using
firm value added instead of gross sales. This exercise entails a nontrivial as-
sumption. Namely, our framework makes it clear that for proper identification
of shocks, we must use data on each destination separately. Since both exports
and domestic sales are recorded in gross terms, when we use sales, this is non-
controversial: total firm sales are the sum of sales to each destination market
served by the firm. Indeed, this is the reason that we work with sales throughout
the paper.

However, for value added, we do not have the right data, because value
added exports are not recorded. The data we have are (i) gross domestic
sales and exports, and (ii) total firm value added. The assumption we make
to move forward is that the breakdown of value added across markets follows
the same proportions as total sales. Thus, to compute a firm’s value added ex-
ports to Germany, we multiply total firm value added by the share of exports
to Germany in the firm’s total gross sales. In the absence of value added ex-
port data, this is the best we can do. It amounts to the restriction that the
input usage inside the firm is identical for each destination of its output. For
an advanced economy like France, this appears to be a reasonable assump-
tion.

With that caveat, Table VI reports the results. Shocks to firm value added
explain, if anything, more of the fluctuations in aggregate value added. The
results are similar if we break up value added into the domestic and export
components, and thus we do not report them to conserve space.

4.3. Channels for Firms’ Contribution to Aggregate Fluctuations

Having established the substantial contribution of the firm-specific compo-
nent to aggregate fluctuations, we next examine the estimates in greater detail
so as to disentangle the economic mechanisms at work. Aggregate firm-specific
volatility σ2

Fτ can be written as

σ2
Fτ = Var

(∑
f�n

wfnτ−1εfnt

)
=

∑
g�m

∑
f�n

wgmτ−1wfnτ−1 Cov(εgmt� εfnt)�
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We decompose it following Carvalho and Gabaix (2013) into the contribution
of individual variances and comovements between firms:

σ2
Fτ =

∑
f�n

w2
fnτ−1 Var(εfnt)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
DIRECTτ

+
∑

g �=f�m �=n

∑
f�n

wgmτ−1wfnτ−1 Cov(εgmt� εfnt)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
LINKτ

�(10)

This decomposition emphasizes two potential proximate channels through
which shocks to individual firms may lead to a large variance of the firm-specific
component: (i) the variance of individual shocks, labelled DIRECT, and (ii) the
covariance of shocks across firms, labelled LINK.

The first term in (10) captures the direct effect of shocks to firms on ag-
gregate volatility, in the sense that it would obtain in the complete absence of
firm-to-firm linkages. The predominant tradition in macroeconomics has been
to assume that the DIRECT term is negligible due to the law of large numbers:
when the distribution of firm size has finite variance, the impact of shocks to
individual firms on aggregate volatility converges to zero at the rate

√
N , where

N is the number of firms (or, more precisely in our context, firm–destination
sales) in the economy. However, recent literature in macroeconomics (most
notably Gabaix (2011)) challenges this view by arguing that the observed firm
size distribution is so fat-tailed that the conventional law of large numbers does
not apply and shocks to individual (large) firms do, in fact, translate into ag-
gregate fluctuations.17 The LINK component has also been ignored by most
of the macroeconomics literature based on the argument that covariances be-
tween firms were, in fact, an artefact of firms being hit by common aggregate
or sectoral shocks. This view has also been challenged in recent papers, such
as Acemoglu et al. (2012) or Foerster, Sarte, and Watson (2011).

Figure 4 presents the decomposition graphically for the whole economy and
the manufacturing sector. The LINK component explains the majority of total
firm-specific volatility:

√
LINKτ/σFτ is over 90% on average over the sample

period for both the whole economy and the manufacturing sector. However, it
is apparent from the figures that the DIRECT component is also nonnegligi-
ble. The ratio of

√
DIRECTτ to σFτ is 26% on average over this period for the

whole economy and 40% for the manufacturing sector.

4.3.1. The Contribution of the Direct Effect

As shown by Gabaix (2011), when the distribution of firm size is sufficiently
fat-tailed (i.e., the economy is “granular”), idiosyncratic shocks to individual

17Gabaix (2011) shows that when the distribution of firm size follows a power law with an
exponent close to 1 in absolute value—a distribution known as Zipf’s law—aggregate volatility
declines at the rate logN and idiosyncratic shocks will not cancel out in aggregate under a realistic
number of firms in the U.S. economy. di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Rancière (2011) use the
census of French firms to show that the firm size distribution in France does indeed follow Zipf’s
law.
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(a) Whole Economy

(b) Manufacturing Sector

FIGURE 4.—Contribution of individual volatilities and covariance terms to firm-specific fluc-
tuations. Notes: This figure presents a decomposition of the firm-specific aggregate variance into
two components that measure the contribution of firm-specific variances (

√
DIRECTτ) and of

covariances across firms (
√

LINKτ). The decomposition is based on equation (10).

firms do not wash out at the aggregate level, because the idiosyncratic shocks
to large firms do not cancel out with shocks to smaller units. This idea can be
discussed most easily in the simplest case when shocks are uncorrelated across
firms (i.e., Cov(εgmt� εfnt) = 0 ∀(g�m) �= (f�n)) and across markets within a
firm (Cov(εfmt� εfnt)= 0�m �= n), and the variance of shocks is identical across
firms (Var(εfnt) = σ2 ∀f�n). Under these assumptions, aggregate firm-specific
volatility (10) is

σ2
Fτ = σ2

∑
f�n

w2
fnτ−1 = σ2 × Herfτ−1�(11)
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where Herfτ−1 = ∑
f�n w

2
fnτ−1 denotes the Herfindahl index. The more fat-tailed

is the distribution of firm size, the larger will be the Herfindahl index and the
greater will be the aggregate volatility generated by firm-specific shocks. In
the opposite extreme case, if all firm–destination sales are instead symmetric
in size (wfnτ−1 = 1/Nτ−1, where Nτ−1 is the number of firm–destination sales
in the economy), σFτ = σ/

√
Nτ−1 and the contribution of firms to aggregate

volatility decays rapidly with the number of firms in the economy.
The role of the firm size distribution emphasized by Gabaix (2011) can be il-

lustrated using the following simple counterfactual. We calculate the DIRECT
component under the assumption that all firms and markets are of equal weight
(i.e., wfnτ−1 = 1/Nτ−1 ∀f�n). When shocks are independent across firms, this
“equal-weighted” aggregate variance is expected to be vanishingly small. In-
stead, the contribution of firms to aggregate volatility that takes into account
the actual distribution of sales across firms is expected to be larger.

This is indeed what happens. For the whole economy, the
√

DIRECT com-
ponent implied by equal weights is 0.0003, or 13 times smaller than the average√

DIRECT component, which is equal to 0.004. For the manufacturing sector,
the standard deviation implied by equal weights is 0.0008, an order of mag-
nitude smaller than the

√
DIRECT component of 0.0065. This comparison

clearly shows that the firm size distribution does matter a great deal quantita-
tively for the contribution of individual firms’ shocks to aggregate fluctuations.

Next, we exploit differences across sectors to evaluate the importance
of the direct effect. To do so, we decompose the DIRECT component in
equation (10) into sectors, where sector j’s DIRECT component is defined
as DIRECTjτ ≡ ∑

(f�n)∈j w
2
fnτ−1 Var(εfnt), and DIRECTτ = ∑J

j=1 DIRECTjτ.
Again, if Var(εfnt)= σ2 ∀f�n, we would expect that more concentrated sectors
would display larger volatilities.18 Figure 5 evaluates this prediction, by plotting
(the square root of the) mean sectoral DIRECTjτ against the (square root of
the) mean sectoral Herfindahl index for the whole economy and the manufac-
turing sector. In Figure 5, DIRECTjτ and the Herfindahl are computed with
weights normalized by the size of each sector in aggregate sales. Otherwise,
they would mechanically be proportional to the contribution of each sector
to overall sales. The correlation is strongly positive: sectors with higher sales
concentration contribute more to the total DIRECT component, which is con-
sistent with granularity. The correlation is lower for the whole economy (0.86)
than for the manufacturing sector (0.93). The correlation is less than perfect
because firm-level variances differ both across and within sectors. In the data,
small firms tend to be more volatile on average (Table I). This heterogeneity

18The firm-specific volatilities do in fact vary by sector, to the same degree as the standard
deviations of the raw growth rates in Table II—the correlation between the standard deviations
of the actual growth rates and the firm-specific shocks is 0.996 across sectors.
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(a) Whole Economy

(b) Manufacturing Sector

FIGURE 5.—Firm-specific volatility aggregated at the sector level and the sectoral mean
Herfindahl index. Notes: This figure plots the time average of the sectoral

√
DIRECTjτ compo-

nent against the square root of the sectoral mean Herfindahl index. The correlation between time
average

√
DIRECTjτ and

√
Herfjτ is 0.86 for the whole economy and 0.93 for the manufacturing

sector.
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in firm-level volatilities counteracts the impact of sales concentration, thus re-
ducing the overall size of the DIRECT component relative to what would be
expected in a purely “granular” world with identical variances across firms.

4.3.2. The Contribution of Firm Linkages

The second explanation for why firm shocks can drive aggregate fluctuations
is inspired by the literature on the role of sectoral input–output linkages in ag-
gregate fluctuations (Horvath (1998, 2000), Dupor (1999), Shea (2002), Conley
and Dupor (2003), Gabaix (2011), Acemoglu et al. (2012)), and is captured
by the covariance term LINK in (10). The idea is that idiosyncratic shocks
do not wash out at the aggregate level because they propagate across firms
or sectors through “interconnections.” If firms in the economy are connected,
say through input–output linkages, shocks affecting upstream firms propagate
to downstream firms via adjustments in the price of inputs. This propagation
mechanism amplifies the initial impact of structural shocks. Moreover, it gen-
erates positive covariances in the residual growth rate of sales for firms that
are connected.

Note that simply observing positive covariances in the firm-specific com-
ponents (gathered in the LINK term) is not conclusive evidence that input–
output linkages are responsible for the comovement, as there may be other
reasons for cross-sectional dependence between firms, such as local labor mar-
ket interactions. While we cannot identify the precise share of the LINK term
that is due to input–output linkages per se, we provide direct, if suggestive, evi-
dence that input–output linkages are at least partly responsible for the positive
LINK term.

Appendix E lays out a simple model of such firm-level interconnections.
Firms produce with a constant marginal cost using labor and intermediate in-
puts bought from other firms in the economy. Input–output linkages create a
positive covariance of sales growth rates for any two firms that are connected.
For instance, take firms f and g, and assume firm g sells inputs to firm f . If
the only source of shocks is productivity shocks to firm g, then the covariance
between the sales growth rates of those two firms is

Cov(εgmt� εfnt)= (1 − θ)2(1 − λf )ρfg Var(agmt)�

where θ is the elasticity of substitution, (1 − λf ) is the share of intermediate
goods in firm f ’s total costs, ρfg is the share of those inputs that is sourced from
firm g, and Var(agmt) is the volatility of firm g’s productivity. The covariance
is positive and increasing in the strength of the connection between f and g,
that is, in the share of inputs from g used in f ’s production, (1 − λf )ρfg. In
this setup, the propagation goes from upstream to downstream firms through
the price of inputs. In a more general setting, one can also expect shocks to
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propagate from downstream to upstream firms through the demand of inter-
mediates.19

Ideally, one would test the linkage hypothesis using firm-level measures of
interconnections. Since information on firm-to-firm input linkages (ρfg) is not
available, we instead proxy for production networks using sector-level data and
use the input–output (IO) tables for France compiled by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Assuming that the share
of intermediates in total costs is homogeneous across firms within a sector (i.e.,
λf = λi ∀f ∈ i) and that all firms within a sector interact with the same input
providers (i.e., ρfg = ρijw̃g/j ∀f ∈ i� g ∈ j, where w̃g/j is the share of firm g in to-
tal sector j intermediate input sales to i), the structure of sectoral IO matrices
can be used to approximate the intensity of IO linkages between firms from
each pair of sectors. The intensity of IO linkages between a pair of sectors can
then be related to the magnitude of covariances between firms in those sectors.
We expect the weighted sum of covariances to be higher for sector pairs that
display stronger IO linkages.20

Figure 6 examines this hypothesis. We decompose the LINK component
in equation (10) across sector pairs, where the LINK term specific to the
pair (i� j) is defined as LINKijτ ≡ ∑

(f�n)∈i
∑

(g�m)∈j wfnτ−1wgmτ−1 Cov(εfnt� εgmt)

and LINKτ = ∑J

i=1

∑J

j=1;j �=i LINKijτ. We then correlate the (square root of
the) average LINKijτ of a pair of sectors to the mean intensity of IO link-
ages between them. LINKijτ is normalized by the size of each sector to con-
trol for the mechanical impact of sector sizes on the magnitude of the ag-
gregated covariance terms. The mean intensity of IO linkages is defined as
0�5 × [(1 − λi)ρij + (1 − λj)ρji], where λi is the share of value added in sector
i’s total output and ρij is the share of inputs from j in sector i’s spending on
intermediates, both taken from the French IO tables for 1995. Input–output
linkages are thus stronger if either one or both sectors intensively use interme-
diates from the other sector.

The correlation between the LINK term and the intensity of IO linkages is
positive, both for the whole economy Figure 6(a) and the manufacturing sector
Figure 6(b).21 The relationship is marginally more pronounced for the manu-

19This is ruled out in the setting of Appendix E as well as in the model of Acemoglu et al.
(2012) because of the Cobb–Douglas assumption on the production function. More flexible speci-
fications of technology would allow downstream firms’ productivity shocks to propagate upstream
to input providers.

20See Appendix E for details.
21Note that Figure 6 drops negative bilateral covariance terms as well as zero input–output

linkages, since we are taking log transformations. Input–output linkages would not explain neg-
ative covariances according to the model. Such negative numbers should instead reflect substi-
tution effects across competing firms. Likewise, our stylized model is unable to explain a strictly
positive LINK term between firms in sectors that do not interact through IO linkages. Fortu-
nately, observations with negative covariance terms and/or zero input–output linkages are rare in
our data, representing less than 6% of the total possible sector pairs.
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(a) Whole Economy

(b) Manufacturing Sector

FIGURE 6.—Covariances of firm-specific shocks across sectors and their input–output linkages.
Notes: This figure plots the time average of the sector pair

√
LINKijτ component against the mean

IO linkage (share of intermediate inputs in total costs times the share of the upstream sector in
intermediate consumption between sectors i and j). The correlation between the time average√

LINKijτ and the IO linkages is 0.29 for the whole economy and 0.34 for the manufacturing
sector.
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facturing sector, with a correlation coefficient of 0.34 compared to 0.29 for the
whole economy. The results are direct empirical evidence that input–output
linkages across firms are important in transmitting microeconomic shocks
across the economy.

4.4. Extensions and Robustness

4.4.1. Differences in Firm Sensitivity to Macro and Sectoral Shocks

In the baseline model, the elasticity of firm sales with respect to aggregate
and sectoral shocks is the same across firms. Our conceptual framework shares
this feature with Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), Krugman (1980), Melitz (2003), and
the enormous literature that followed in this tradition. However, it is possi-
ble that firms will systematically react differently to sector- and country-level
shocks. In that case, the computed values of εfnt will be combinations of firm-
specific shocks and the heterogeneous responses to the aggregate and sectoral
shocks. There are several theoretical channels that would deliver a hetero-
geneous response. One example is a model laid out in Appendix F, in which
firms react heterogeneously to sector–destination shocks because of variable
markups. di Giovanni and Levchenko (2012a) argue that the impact of this
channel on aggregate volatility is small. However, as a robustness check, we
carry out alternative estimations in which we instead impose the augmented
model

γfnt = δjnt + δjnt × CHARf t +βCHARf t + εfnt�(12)

where CHARf t is a particular observable firm characteristic. In this model,
heterogeneity of firm responses to macroeconomic and sectoral shocks is thus
systematically related to observable firm characteristics. We attempt a variety
of different types of CHARf t : measures of (i) firm size (log sales or sales quin-
tile dummy),22 (ii) firm age (log years or dummy for whether the firm is less
or more than 5 years old),23 (iii) R&D intensity (dummy for whether R&D ex-
penses are higher than 1% of value added),24 (iv) patent intensity (dummy for
whether patent expenses are more than 5% of value added), (v) export inten-

22Following the accepted practice in the literature, our preferred specification captures size
differences using quintile dummies, since that allows for greater (nonparametric) flexibility in
the functional form. See Fortin, Lemieux, and Firpo (2011) for an exhaustive survey on decom-
position methods.

23Fort, Haltiwanger, Jarmin, and Miranda (2013) report that in the United States, young/small
businesses are more sensitive to the cycle than older/larger businesses.

24Comín and Philippon (2005) report that in the United States, sectors with largest increases
in R&D have become less correlated with the business cycle.
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TABLE VII

THE IMPACT OF FIRM-SPECIFIC SHOCKS ON AGGREGATE VOLATILITY: DIFFERING FIRM
SENSITIVITY TO SECTORAL AND MACROECONOMIC SHOCKSa

Whole Economy Manufacturing Sector

St. Dev. Relative SD St. Dev. Relative SD
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Actual 0.0206 1.0000 0.0244 1.0000

Firm-Specific Component (Average σFτ)
Differing sensitivity

By size 0.0169 0.8204 0.0172 0.7049
By age 0.0122 0.5922 0.0133 0.5451
By R&D intensity 0.0164 0.7961 0.0167 0.6844
By patenting intensity 0.0162 0.7864 0.0167 0.6844
By openness 0.0166 0.8058 0.0167 0.6844
By debt 0.0164 0.7961 0.0167 0.6844

By all of the above 0.0134 0.6505 0.0123 0.5041

aThe row labelled “Actual” reports the average standard deviation of actual aggregate sales growth over 1991–
2007: 1

T

∑2007
τ=1991 σAτ . The rest of the table reports the average standard deviation of the firm-specific component,

1
T

∑2007
τ=1991 σFτ , and its average value relative to the actual, 1

T

∑2007
τ=1991

σFτ
σAτ

, under a series of augmented models

(12) in which firms have heterogeneous sensitivity to sector–destination shocks. “Size” is the dummy for the firm’s
quintile in the sales distribution. “Age” is the dummy for whether the firm is more than 5 years old. “R&D intensity”
is a dummy for whether R&D expenses are higher than 1% of value added. “Patent intensity” is a dummy for whether
patent expenses are more than 5% of value added. “Openness” is the ratio of exports to total firm sales. “Debt” is the
quintile dummy for the firm’s debt to sales ratio.

sity (ratio of exports to total firm sales),25 and (vi) debt to sales ratio.26 We also
implement a model in which all of these characteristics are included together.

Table VII reports the results. Allowing firm sensitivity to aggregate and sec-
toral shocks to differ by firm size leaves the conclusions unchanged. The ta-
ble reports the implementation in which firm size is captured by sales quintile
dummies. The results are unaffected if we instead use a continuous measure
of size, such as log sales, or use employment or total assets as measures of size.
If we allow a firm’s sensitivity to shocks to differ by firm age, the contribu-
tion of firm shocks to aggregate fluctuations falls somewhat. Nonetheless, the
relative importance of firm-specific shocks for aggregate volatility, σFτ/σAτ, is
still nearly 0.6. The table reports the results of using a dummy for whether
the firm is more than 5 years old. Using actual years of age instead leaves the
results unchanged. Allowing sensitivity to differ by any of the other character-

25There is evidence that firms substitute domestic for foreign sales in response to demand
shocks abroad (e.g., Blum, Claro, and Horstmann (2013)). Thus, it may be that exporters exhibit
systematically different sensitivity to shocks in an individual market.

26There is evidence that access to capital markets affects firms’ responses to aggregate shocks
(Gertler and Gilchrist (1994), Kashyap, Lamont, and Stein (1994)).
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istics we consider—R&D and patent intensity, overall export orientation, or
debt structure—also leaves the results unchanged. While the table reports the
results using the quintile dummies for the debt to total sales ratio of the firm,
the results are unchanged if we instead use bond debt, bank debt, or ratio of
bond to bank debt, each in both continuous and quintile dummy forms.

Finally, the last row of the table reports the results of allowing firm sensitivity
to aggregate and sectoral shocks to depend on all of the above characteristics
simultaneously. The importance of firm-specific shocks is somewhat lower than
in the baseline, with σFτ/σAτ equal to 0.65 for the whole economy and 0.5 for
the manufacturing sector. Nonetheless, this contribution is still sizeable. We
take this as evidence that our results are robust to allowing for firm–destination
sales growth to react heterogeneously to macroeconomic and sectoral shocks.

4.4.2. Entry and Exit

The baseline analysis is carried out on the intensive margin, that is, sales
growth rates for continuing firm–destinations. Appendix A presents an explicit
decomposition of aggregate sales growth into extensive and intensive margins,
and argues that the bulk of aggregate sales fluctuations is driven by the inten-
sive margin. As an alternative approach, we report results for the growth rates
adopted by Davis, Haltiwanger, and Schuh (1996) and the large literature that
followed:

γ′
fnt ≡

xfnt − xfnt−1

0�5(xfnt + xfnt−1)
�(13)

This growth rate, which we label DHS, has a number of attractive properties:
it encompasses entries and exits (treating them in the same way as other ob-
servations), it ranges from −2 to 2 and thus limits the impact of outliers, and
it lends itself to consistent aggregation. Under this definition of growth rates,
the correct weights for aggregation are

w′
fnt ≡

(xfnt + xfnt−1)∑
f�n

(xfnt + xfnt−1)

and the aggregate growth rate of x is

γ′
At ≡

Xt −Xt−1

0�5(Xt +Xt−1)
=

∑
f�n

w′
fntγ

′
fnt �

Note, however, that a firm growth defined this way does not admit a log-
difference decomposition (4) into macro, sectoral, and firm-specific compo-
nents, and thus the results using these growth rates should be interpreted as
approximations. The results are presented in Table VIII, panel A. Using these
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TABLE VIII

THE IMPACT OF FIRM-SPECIFIC SHOCKS ON AGGREGATE VOLATILITY: ROBUSTNESS CHECKSa

Whole Economy Manufacturing Sector

St. Dev. Relative SD St. Dev. Relative SD
(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. DHS Growth Rates
Actual 0.1420 1.0000 0.1203 1.0000
Firm-specific 0.1014 0.7141 0.0833 0.6924

B. Demeaned Growth Rates
Actual 0.0206 1.0000 0.0244 1.0000
Firm-specific 0.0128 0.6214 0.0152 0.6230

C. Additional Local Market Effects
Actual 0.0206 1.0000 0.0244 1.0000
Firm-specific 0.0165 0.8010 0.0164 0.6721

D. More Disaggregated Sectors
Actual 0.0209 1.0000 0.0244 1.0000
Firm-specific 0.0169 0.8086 0.0156 0.6393

E. Three-Year Growth Rates
Actual 0.0290 1.0000 0.0323 1.0000
Firm-specific 0.0266 0.9140 0.0269 0.8885

aThe rows labelled “Actual” report the average standard deviation of actual aggregate sales growth over 1991–
2007: 1

T

∑2007
τ=1991 σAτ . The rows labelled “Firm-specific” report the average standard deviation of the firm-specific

component, 1
T

∑2007
τ=1991 σFτ , and its average value relative to the actual, 1

T

∑2007
τ=1991

σFτ
σAτ

, under a series of alterna-

tive models. Panel A implements the model under the firm growth rate defined as in (13). Panel B reports the results
under first demeaning firm sales growth by the firm–destination specific average growth rate. Panel C reports the re-
sults of augmenting the model to include location-specific shocks. Panel D reports the results under defining sectors
according to the five-digit NAF level of disaggregation (about 700 sectors in the whole economy). Panel E uses the
baseline model, but takes the average firm–destination growth rates over s periods: 1990–1993, 1994–1997, 1998–2001,
2002–2005. Means of standard deviations and relative standard deviations are presented.

growth rates changes the sample of firms and produces lower aggregate volatil-
ity, but the share of the firm-specific contribution to the aggregate volatility
remains very similar to the baseline at σFτ/σAτ of about 0.7 for both the whole
economy and the manufacturing sector.

4.4.3. Other Robustness Checks

One may be concerned about how differential trend growth rates across
firms (especially of different sizes) can affect the calculation of the firms’ con-
tribution to aggregate volatility. To check if this matters, we demean each firm–
destination growth rate by the average growth rate of that firm–destination.
The results are presented in Table VIII, panel B. The contribution of the firm-
specific component is still important.
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It may be that firms in different regions of France are subject to shocks spe-
cific to their geographical location. This could be because factor (or goods)
markets are local, for instance. To check for this possibility, we implement an
augmented model in which we add a geographic location-specific shock that
affects all firms located in a particular geographic area within France. The
definition of geographic area corresponds to the “employment zone” (zone
d’emploi), which is intended to capture the extent of the local labor market. It
is larger than a city (at least when the city is small), but smaller than a county.
There are about 300 zones d’emploi in France. The results are reported in Ta-
ble VIII, panel C. Adding shocks specific to the local labor market leaves the
basic results unchanged.

All of the above results use a particular level of disaggregation (about 50 sec-
tors, among them 22 manufacturing). It could be that sectoral shocks take place
at a more detailed level. To check for this possibility, panel D in Table VIII im-
plements the model under more finely disaggregated sectors: five-digit NAF, or
about 700 distinct sectors. The results are virtually unchanged from the base-
line.

Finally, as a different robustness check, panel E in Table VIII presents results
when implementing the baseline model on 3-year average firm–destination
growth rates instead of yearly growth rates. The results are robust to time ag-
gregation.27

5. CONCLUSION

Do firm-level dynamics have an impact on aggregate fluctuations? Recent
contributions argue that idiosyncratic shocks to firms can indeed manifest
themselves in aggregate fluctuations if the firm size distribution is sufficiently
fat-tailed (Gabaix (2011)) or when linkages propagate microeconomic shocks
across firms leading to positive endogenous comovement (e.g., Acemoglu et
al. (2012)). However, the empirical evidence supporting these different theo-
ries has been limited. This paper constructs a novel data set that merges French
domestic and export sales at the firm level over the period 1990–2007, and pro-
vides a forensic account of the role of individual firms in generating aggregate
fluctuations.

We begin by proposing a simple model, in the spirit of Melitz (2003) and
Eaton, Kortum, and Kramarz (2011), to motivate an estimation framework
that allows us to extract the macroeconomic, sectoral, and firm-specific com-
ponents of a firm’s sales to a given destination. These estimates are then aggre-
gated up to explain the relative contribution of each component to the volatility
of aggregate sales. Our main results can be summarized as follows. First, the
firm-specific component accounts for an important part of the fluctuations of

27We also ran specifications restricting the sample to firms that exist for at least 8 years. Results
were similar to the baseline specification, and are available from the authors upon request.
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aggregate sales growth. The standard deviation of the aggregated firm-specific
shocks amounts to 80% of the standard deviation of aggregate sales in the
whole economy and to 69% in the manufacturing sector. We interpret this
as evidence for the relevance of firm-level shocks for aggregate fluctuations.
Second, while the direct effect of firm shocks on aggregate volatility is quanti-
tatively relevant, the majority of the contribution of firm shocks to aggregate
fluctuations is accounted for by firm-to-firm covariance terms, which we inter-
pret as evidence of linkages.
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